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Abstract: In this paper, an observer-based control problem for time-delayed systems is considered. Based on
the separation principle, we can design the controller and the observer gains independently. Since the resultant
criterion is not formulated asLinear Matrix Inequalities(LMIs), we propose a relaxation technique that leads to
an LMI-like iteration algorithm. Numerical examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the designed method.
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1 Introduction
The phenomenon of time-delay occurs in various in-
dustrial systems, such as distributed networks, man-
ual control, long transmission lines in pneumatic sys-
tems, and neural networks. The time-delay causes in-
stability or loss of performance. Therefore, the prob-
lem of stability analysis and controller synthesis for
time-delayed systems have attracted considerable at-
tention over the past years [2]–[4]. According to
their dependence on the size of the delays, there are
two categories of the stability and stabilization cri-
teria, delay-independent criteria [5]–[6], and delay-
dependent ones [7]–[9]. Delay-independent criteria
guarantee the asymptotic stability of the system irre-
spective of the size of the delay. However, when the
time-delay is small, these results are often more con-
servative than delay-dependent criteria.

In many practical systems, the states of system
are not usually measured. In this case, state feed-
back control will not guarantee the stabilizability. The
observer-based controls are often applied to the sta-
bilizing problem. In the observer-based control, dy-
namic output-feedback control will be considered and
the system states are estimated from the control pro-
cess [10].

In this paper, we consider a stabilization prob-
lem for time-delayed systems based on Lyapunov-
Krasovskii functional. A Luenberger-type observer
is applied to estimate the states of system. We de-
rive a simple stabilization criterion using the separa-
tion principle [11]. Unfortunately, the criterion is not
LMI. By applying a kind of matrix inequality rela-
tionship, the original conditions can be relaxed, giving
two phase-based iterative algorithms.

2 Separation Principle in Delayed
Systems

Let us consider the following delayed system:����� � ����� 	 �
��� � �� 	 ����� � � ������ � ���������� � ����� � � � � � ��
(1)

where
�

is a constant time-delay, and
���� is a given

continuous vector valued initial condition. We shall
consider observer-based controller of the form:������ � � ����� 	 �
 ���� � �� 	 ���� 	 ������ �� ������ 	 �
���� � �� � � ���� � �������� � � ����� 	 �
 ���� � ���

(2)

where
�� � ���

is the estimation of the state�.
Let us define the state estimation error as���� � ���� � ����� 
Then, the closed-loop system can be written as!����������" � !� 	 � ��� � � ��" !��������" 	!�
 	 �
 ��
� �
 � �
�" !��� � ����� � ��" �

(3)

which, by defining#��� $� !��������" � %� $� !� 	 � ��� � � ��" �%�
 $� !�
 	 �
 ��
� �
 � �
�" � %� $� &� �' �
(4)
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can be rewritten as�#��� � %�#��� 	 %�
#�� � ������� � %�#��� (5)

In view of the structures of
%�

and
%�


, the characteris-
tic equation of the system (5) can be written as()*�+, � %���-
. %�
�� ()*�+, ���	����-
.��
	�
�� /

(6)()*�+, ���������-
.��
 ��
���
(7)� � 

This shows that the separation principle [11] also
holds for the time-delayed system and we can design
the controller and the observer gains independently.

3 Main Result

Let us define0��� as0��� $� ��1��� �1�� � �� ��1����1
and the corresponding block entry matrices�2 � 3 ��4�5� 6� 

Then, the system (1) with
���� � �

can be
written as� � ���17 	 �
�18 � �19 �0��� (8)

We shall choose the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
as follows:: ��� � :7��� 	 :8��� 	 :9����:7��� � �1 ���;����� ; < ��:8��� � = >>-
 �1 �?�@��?�A?� @ < ��:9��� � = B-
 = >>CD ��1 �E�F ���E�AEA?� F < � 
Then, the time-derivative of

: ��� becomes as�:7��� � 5 ��1 ���;���� � 501 ����9; �17 0�����:8��� � �1 ���@���� � �1 �� � ��@��� � ��� 01 �����7@�17 � �8@�18 �0�����:9��� � � ��1 ���F ������= >>-
 ��1 �?�F ���?�A?� �01 ����9F�19 0����= >>-
 ��1 �?�F ���?�A? 
Furthermore, using the lemma [12]–[13], for!G77 G78G 178 G88" < ��

we have� � = >>-
 !0������?�"1 !G77 G78G 178 G88" !0������?�" A?� 01 �����G77 	 G78��7 � �8�1 	��7 � �8�G 178�0��� 	 = >>-
 ��1 �?�G88 ���?�A?
such that

�: ��� can be upper-bounded by the following
quantities:�: ��� � 01 �����G77	G78��7��8�1 	��7��8�G 178	�9; �17 	�7; �19 	�7@�17 ��8@�18 	��9F�19 �0����= >>-
 ��1 �?��F�G88� ���?�A? 
Finally, we shall remove the constraints of the model
dynamics itself in (8) by introducing free variablesH
such that� I 01 ���H���17 	 �
�18 � �19 �0���� (9)

which concludes the following lemma.

Lemma 1 The delayed system (1) with
���� ��

is asymptotically stable if there exist matrices;� @� F� G77� G78� G88 andH such that the following
conditions hold:�<H���17 	�
�18 ��19 �	���17 	�
�18 ��19 �1 H1	�9; �17 	�7; �19 	�7@�17 ��8@�18 	��9F�19 	�G77	G78��7��8�1 	��7��8�G 178�

(10)!G77 G78G 178 G88" <�� ; <�� @<�� F�G88 �� 
(11)

Now, we shall employ a simplified stability criterion
for Lemma 1 by assigning

F � G88.
For the controller design procedure, we need to con-
vert the�J�� 	 �1 �J�1 term in (8) to its dual counter-
part: �J��1 	 ��J�1 . Let us divideH into three parts:H $� &H17 H18 H19 '1  
Then, judging from the�6� 6�

-entry in (10), we can
claim the following condition:H9 	 H19 < ��
which guarantees the invertibility of the matrixH9.
Also, from the following development:�7; �19 	 H���17 	 �
�18 � �19 �� KL; � H7� ; H8� � H9MN KL� � ,� � �� �
 �,MN �
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an attractive following-up is to utilize the invertible
block matrix KL; � H7� ; H8� � H9MN
whose inverse can be found and will be defined asKL; -7 � �; -7H7H-79� ; -7 �; -7H8H-79� � H-79 MN$� KL%; � %H7� %; %H8� � %H9MN$� %O�

(12)

with
%H $� &%H17 %H18 %H19 '1

.

For further development, we shall define some matri-
ces as follow:%@ $� %; @ %; � %G88 $� G -788 �!%G77 %G78%G 178 %; %G -788 %; "$�! %O �� %; " !G77 G78G 178 G88 " ! %O �� %; "1  
Multiplying on the left side of (10) by (12) and on the
right side by its transpose, we can obtain an equivalent
stability criterion that will be derived below in a step-
by-step manner.P For �7; �19 	 H���17 	 �
�18 � �19 �

:%O��7; �19	H���17	�
�18 ��19 �� %O1� %O KL; � H7� ; H8� � H9MN KL� � ,� � �� �
 �, MN KL %; � �� %; �%H17 %H18 %H19 MN� KL %H17 %H18 %H19� � �� %; � %H17 �
 %; � %H18 �%H19 MN� �7 %H1 	 �9� %; �17 	 �9�
 %; �18 � �9 %H1  P For
�G77 	 G78��7 � �8�1

:%O��G77	G78��7��8�1 � %O1� � %G77	 %G78��7��8�1  P For �7@�17 � �8@�18 :%O��7@�17 � �8@�18 � %O1 � �7 %@�17 � �8 %@�18  P For
��9G88�19 :%O ���9G88�19 � %O1 � �%HG88 %H1 �

Applying the Schur complement technique [1] to the
results derived, we can verify the stability of the
closed loop system obtained by applying a control law���� � ����� 	 �
��� � ��

(13)

to the system if we replace the matrices����
�
in

the result by�� 	 ���
 	 �
�
and verify the

resulting inequalities are feasible. This leads to the
following theorem.

Theorem 2 The control law (13) asymptotically sta-
blilizes the delayed system (1) if there exist matrices%;

,
%@
,

%G77, %G78, %G88, %H ,
%�

and
%�


such that the fol-
lowing conditions hold:%; < �� %@ < �� � < ! %Q %H%H1 ��-7 %G88" �

(14)!%G77 %G78%G 178 %; %G -788 %;" < ��
(15)

where%Q $�� %G77	 %G78��7��8�1 	��7��8� %G 178	�9�� %; �17 	�
 %; �18 �	�� %; �17 	�
 %; �18 �1 �19 	�7 %@�17 ��8 %@�18 	��7��9�%H1 	 %H��7��9�1 	�9 %��17	�7 %�1 1 �19	�9 %�
�18 	�8 %�1
 1 �19  
Since, the characteristic equation of this temporal
state-feedbacked system is equivalent to (6), the
obtained controller gains should stabilize the original
system (1) asymptotically, assuming that the observer
is well-designed.

To handle the nonlinear condition (15), the following
matrix inequality will be applied.

Lemma 3 For any matrices
@ < �

, R and S with
compatible dimension, it holds thatS@-7S1 � SR 	 R1 S1 � R1 @R 

(16)

Proof: See the following matrix inequality:�S � R1 @�@-7�S1 � @R� � ��
which immediately concludes (16). TU
Then, for any non-positive marrixV, we have the fol-
lowing matrix inequality:%; %G -788 %; � %; R 	 R1 %; � R1 %G88R� %; R 	 R1 %; � R1 %G88R 	 V�
which, using the Schur complement technique [1],
gives the following two-phase-based algorithm.

Algorithm 1
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1. Set initialR � ,
.

2. Solve the following convex optimization prob-
lem: W3X3W3#� ? +�YZ�[� �\ �4]� ^XA
?, �V� KL %G77 %G78 �%G 178 %; R 	R1 %; 	V R1 %G88� %G88R %G88 MN <� 

3. Save the feasible matrix variables� %; � %G88�
in the

resultant solution set.

4. If ? � �
, stop the iteration (feasible solutions

for the Theorem 2 are found!). Else, solve the
convex optimization problem in step 2. In this
step,� %; � %G88�

will be fixed andR would be free
variable.

5. Save the feasible matrix variableR in the resul-
tant solution set.

6. If ? � �
, stop the iteration (feasible solutions

for the Theorem 2 are found!). Else, solve the
convex optimization problem in step 2. In this
step,R will be fixed and� %; � %G88�

would be free
variables.

7. Stop the loop if no progress is expected.

Remark 4 In this case, we can obtain the state-
feedback gains through

� � %� %; -7� �
 � %�
 %; -7
.

Since, the sign of the real part of the solution for (7),
which concerns the behavior of the observer directly,
is invariant under transpose operation, we can design
observer gains that estimate the state of the original
system (1) asymptotically by replacing (

�
,

%�
,

%�

,

) in Theorem 2 with (
�1

,
%�
,

%�

,

��1
). In this

case, we can obtain the observer gains through
� ��%� %; -7�1 � �
 � �%�
 %; -7�1

.

4 Example

Example 5 Consider the delayed system (1). The fol-
lowing parameters are used.�� ! � 5 � �� 4 �� 4 " ��
 � ! � � � 4�� 4 � 4 " � � ! � �4 � " � � � & �� _ 4 � '  
Table 1 shows maximum allowable delay upper-
bounds for various controller structure.

Table 1: maximum delay upper-bound

method maximal



gains

using`a`b 3.4990

` c d-8efegh7 -hfhBBei`b c dBf7Bh9 BfBhg7ij c k-Bfhleh-Bf8ehemajb c k-Bf8n87Bf899em
using` 2.9992

` c d-7Bofohhn -98fe9noij c k-7fBoo9-Bf8ng7majb c k-Bf8eg8Bf8o7gm
using`b 1.9727

`b c d-8fe9le -7fB7elij c k-7f8hho-Bf8lBgmajb c k-Bf7n9BBf7n7Bm
Example 6 Consider the delayed system (1) for the
following parameters:�� ! �5 � � �� � �� p " ��
 � ! q � ��4 � �4 � " � � ! � �4 � " � � � & � � 4 � '  
Table 2 shows stable range of

q
in

�

for various

delay bounds. Comparison our results with those of
the delay-independent criterion [14] shows that our
method outperforms over the existing criterion.

Table 2: stable range of
q

delay lowerr upperr
delay-independent [14] s -1.99999 2

0.5 -3.73703 2
delay-dependent 0.3 -5.75688 2

0.1 -15.0199 2

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we considered an observer-based control
problem for time-delayed systems. Based on the sep-
aration principle, we could design the controller and
the observer gains independently. Since the resultant
criterion was not formulated as LMIs, we proposed
a relaxation technique that leads to an LMI-like itera-
tion algorithm. Numerical examples demonstrated the
effectiveness of the designed method.

As a future work, we plan to extend this work
in several directions; output-feedback stabilization,t8/tu

control problems and so on.
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